Appendix D - LDEO orientations

FN01 N= 0 Depth = -54
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2

FN05 N= 1 Depth = -124
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2
J49A  N= 25 Depth = -120
Expected convention: BH1 90° CCW from BH2

J50A  N= 16 Depth = -1909
Expected convention: BH1 90° CCW from BH2
Appendix D - SIO orientations

J25A  N= 2 Depth = -142.8
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2

J33A  N= 5 Depth = -348.7
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2
J73A  N=2 Depth = -143.3
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2

M01A  N=5 Depth = -132.9
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2
M08A  N= 3 Depth = -126.4

Expected convention: BH1 90° CCW from BH2
Appendix D - WHOI orientations

G03A  N= 2  Depth = -4113
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2

G30A  N= 5  Depth = -3124
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2
J63A  N= 3 Depth = -2882
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2

J67A  N= 5 Depth = -2612
Expected convention: BH1 90 CCW from BH2